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Webmaster in a Nutshell, Third EditionO'Reilly, 2002
This book is for web developers, or anyone who works at the content end of the World Wide Web. Do you author or maintain web documents? Are you a programmer developing web-based client or server applications? Are you the administrator of a web site, responsible for maintaining and updating server software?

There are innumerable books and...
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MCSE Upgrade to Microsoft Windows 2000: Training Kit (It-Training Kit)Microsoft Press, 1999
Welcome to Upgrading to Microsoft Windows 2000 Training Kit. This kit introduces you to the Windows 2000 family of products, prepares you to install the Windows 2000 software, and prepares you to upgrade your Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 network to a Windows 2000 network.

This kit concentrates on Windows 2000 Server and on...
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Frommer's Cape Cod, Nantucket & Martha's Vineyard 2005 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2005
You’ll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer’s. It’s like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert authors have already gone everywhere you might go – they’ve done the legwork for you, and they’re not afraid to provide you with honest and...
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MCTS 70-640 Cert Guide: Windows Server 2008 Active Directory, ConfiguringQue, 2011

	MCTSWindows Server 2008 Active Directory, Configuring Cert Guide (Exam 70-640) is designed for network administrators, network engineers, and consultants who are pursuing the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) or Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) certifications for Windows Server 2008. This book covers the “TS:...
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Getting Started with ownCloudPackt Publishing, 2013

	Making your data easily accessible on multiple devices is the primary goal of ownCloud. It gives you control of your own data along with the flexibility to set it up the way you want it. Community backup to the project ensures high quality software and gives you the power to modify and create features.


	Getting Started with ownCloud...
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Windows Server 2003 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If Windows Server 2003 can do it, you can do it, too ...
   

   This comprehensive reference provides what you need to plan, install, configure, and maintain a Windows Server 2003 R2, SP1, operating system. Covering critical new SP1 security features, the new Windows Update service, and expanded Active Directory...
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Web Applications (Hacking Exposed)McGraw-Hill, 2002
"This book goes a long way in making the Web a safer place to do business." -- Mark Curphey, Chair of the Open Web Application Security Project

Unleash the hackers' arsenal to secure your Web applications

In today's world of pervasive Internet connectivity and rapidly evolving Web technology, online security is as...
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Learning Apache KarafPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop and deploy applications using the OSGi-based runtime container, Apache Karaf


	Overview

	
		Understand Apache Karaf's commands and control capabilities
	
		Gain familiarity with its provisioning features
	
		Explore various application deployments targets experientially

...
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HackNotes(tm) Windows Security Portable ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
HackNotes Windows Security Portable Reference gives you step-by-step details of intrusion tactics, tools, and actual techniques used by criminals to break into computer networks. Understand how the attacks work, then learn how to access and strengthen your Windows systems through a series of tested and trusted anti-hacking methods,...
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Windows Server 2008 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Windows Server 2008 Unleashed covers the planning, design, prototype testing, implementation, migration, administration, and support of a Windows 2008 and Active Directory environment, based on more than three and a half years of early adopter experience in full production environments. This book addresses not only what is new with Windows...
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Professional Rootkits (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Whether you want to learn how to develop a robust, full-featured rootkit or you're looking for effective ways to prevent one from being installed on your network, this hands-on resource provides you with the tools you'll need. Expert developer Ric Vieler walks you through all of the capabilities of rootkits, the technology they use, steps for...
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Snort Intrusion Detection and Prevention Toolkit (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2007
This all new book covering the brand new Snort version 2.6 from members of the Snort developers team.

This fully integrated book, CD, and Web toolkit covers everything from packet inspection to optimizing Snort for speed to using the most advanced features of Snort to defend even the largest and most congested enterprise networks....
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